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The effect of base sequence on excess electron transfer (ET) along the DNA “π-way" is investigated in this
work by use of various polynucleotide duplexes and salmon sperm DNA. Studies in frozen glassy aqueous
solutions (7 M LiBr-D2O) of the duplexes polydAdT‚polydAdT and polydIdC‚polydIdC randomly intercalated
with mitoxantrone (MX) are compared with our previously reported data on electron transfer in DNA-MX
systems. The values of electron tunneling constantâ and ET distances at 1 min are found to be 0.75( 0.1
Å-1 and 9.4( 0.5 bp for pdAdT‚pdAdT (D2O) and 1.4( 0.1 Å-1 and 5.9( 0.5 bp for pdIdC‚pdIdC (D2O),
vs 0.92( 0.1 Å-1 and 9.5( 1.0 bp for DNA (D2O) reported previously. Theâ value for DNA lies intermediate
between that for pdAdT‚pdAdT (0.75 Å-1) and that for pdIdC‚pdIdC (1.4 Å-1). These results suggest that
deuteron transfer from I to C•- forming CD• significantly slows but does not stop electron transfer. Similarly,
in DNA proton transfer in GC anion radical is not found to stop electron transfer. The lower value ofâ for
pdAdT‚pdAdT is expected since proton transfer in the AT base pair is not energetically favorable. A study
with DNA in glassy H2O solutions was performed. Theâ found (0.83( 0.1 Å-1) is close to that found in
glassy D2O solutions (0.92( 0.1 Å-1) but may suggest a modest isotope effect. Electron and hole transfer
processes in frozen solutions (D2O ices) of polyA‚polyU-MX and polyC‚polyG-MX are also studied and
compared with our previously reported data on electron and hole transfer in frozen D2O solutions of DNA-
MX. We find electron/hole transfer in polyA‚polyU is significantly further than in DNA and transfer distances
in polyC‚polyG are substantially less than in DNA, which confirm our results in aqueous glasses.

Introduction

A number of recent experimental and theoretical studies have
shed light on the hole transfer mechanisms and factors that
influence hole transfer rate within DNA.1-6 As a consequence,
the development of our understanding of DNA hole transfer
processes has progressed rapidly of late. However, excess
electron transfer (ET) has not received the same attention and
our efforts are among the few investigations in recent work that
explicitly investigate excess electron transfer.7-13 Our earlier
efforts on excess electron transfer showed that single-step
tunneling occurs in DNA at low temperatures. We reported an
overall distance decay constantâ near 0.9 Å-1 for DNA in
frozen aqueous glasses.9 We also found electron transfer
between DNA duplexes (ds) was competitive with transfer along
the duplex when the DNA duplexes approached within ca. 40
Å (axis center to center distance) of each other. These results
led to a three-dimensional model that accounts for the electron
transfer both along DNA duplex and across to adjacent DNA
duplexes.10 Our studies on the effects of hydration, polymeric
and aliphatic amine cations, and nucleosome proteins on electron
and hole transfer inγ-irradiated DNA12 supported this three-
dimensional model for interduplex transfer.7b We also probed
into the temperature effects (from 4 to 195 K) on excess electron
and hole transfer through DNA and assigned the ranges of
temperature where tunneling, reversible and irreversible proto-
nations, hopping, and recombination reactions make contribu-
tions.11 Finally, in our recent theoretical work proton transfer
reactions in the GC and IC anion and cation radicals are treated
by density functional theory to aid our understanding of the

possible contributions of these reactions to electron and hole
transfer in DNA.14 These studies shed light on fundamental
electron transfer processes in DNA and are important to the
understanding of the damage to DNA from exposure to ionizing
irradiation.

In the present work we investigate the effect of base sequence
on excess electron transfer within DNA and consider the effects
of proton transfer reactions between base pairs. Experimental
works by Steenken15 and our own theoretical works14,16on the
thermodynamic driving force for proton transfer within the base
pair both suggest that proton transfer is favorable in GC•-, while
it is less favorable in GC•+ (theory suggests it is slightly
unfavorable,14 and arguments from experiments suggest it is
slightly favorable15). While there are two studies on the effect
of deprotonation of G•+ on hole transfer in DNA duplexes,17

there is no report that directly investigates the effect of
protonation reactions on excess electron transfer through DNA.
Several reports suggest that electron and hole transfer in DNA
is sensitive to base sequence.1,2,18a-c However, most studies on
this issue were performed at room temperature and could not
isolate tunneling and hopping processes.

In this work we employ electron spin resonance (ESR)
spectroscopy to investigate the effects of proton transfer and
base sequence on electron tunneling in DNA at 77 K. Electron
transfer in several polynucleotides, (1) polydAdT‚polydAdT,
(2) polydIdC‚polydIdC, (3) polyA‚polyU, and (4) polyC‚polyG,
randomly intercalated with mitoxantrone (MX), are followed
in frozen glassy 7 M LiBr aqueous (D2O) solutions (1, 2) or
frozen aqueous solutions (3, 4). In addition, electron transfer
from DNA anion radical donors to the intercalated MX acceptor
is followed with time in frozen glassy 7 M LiBr aqueous (H2O)
solutions and compared with our previous results in glassy D2O
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solutions. Our techniques have the advantage that the donors,
DNA base radicals, and the resultant acceptor radical, MX•,
are identified and followed with time.

Experimental Section

Sample Preparation.Dialysis. Polydeoxyadenylic-thymi-
dylic acid sodium salt (polydAdT‚polydAdT, average length)
4219 bp), polydeoxyinosinic-deoxycytidylic acid sodium salt
(polydIdC‚polydIdC, reported distribution from 150 to 550 bp
in length), polydeoxyguanylic-deoxycytidylic acid sodium salt
(polydGdC‚polydGdC, average length) 750 bp), polydeoxy-
guanylic-polydeoxycytidylic acid sodium salt (polydG‚polydC,
average length) 8560 bp), polyadenylic-polyuridylic acid
sodium salt (polyA‚polyU, reported distribution from 100 to
2000 bp), and polycytidylic-polyguanylic acid sodium salt
(polyC‚polyG) were from Sigma. Due to the contamination of
nitrate ions and other buffer salts in the above Sigma products,
each polynucleotide was dissolved in deionized water, 5 mg/
mL, and dialyzed using Biotech CE dialysis tubing (MWCO
1000, Spectrum Laboratories, Inc.) against 5 mM LiBr aqueous
solution for 24 h. The dialyzed solutions were then freeze-dried
by vacuum.

Salmon sperm DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid sodium salt) is
from Sigma and free of nitrate, thus is used without dialysis
and other purification. The % G-C content is reported to be
41.219 and the molecular weight is 1.3× 106 (approximately
2000 bp).20

Glassy Samples.For polynucleotides 250µL of MX aqueous
(D2O) solution containing 7 M LiBr was added directly to the
freeze-dried dialyzed polynucleotides, forming 5 mg /mL
solution. The ratios of base pairs (bp) to MX were determined
by spectroscopic measurements with a Varian Cary UV-vis
spectrophotometer. The base concentrations were determined
by using the following molar extinction coefficients (M-1 cm-1):
polydAdT‚polydAdT, 6600 at 260 nm;18d polydIdC‚polydIdC,

6900 at 251 nm.21 MX concentrations were determined by using
the following molar extinction coefficients (M-1 cm-1): 1.56
× 104 at 682 nm; 1.18× 104 at 627 nm. The extinction
coefficients for MX were derived from DNA-MX and assumed
to be the same for polynucleotide-MX.

For DNA, 600µL of deionized water (H2O) was first added
to 20 or 40 mg of DNA; then 1400µL of MX aqueous (H2O)
solutions containing 10 M LiBr was added to dissolved DNA
solutions. The ratios of bp to MX were determined by weight.

The resulting mixture was kept in the dark in a refrigerator
for 7 days and stirred daily with a vortex mixer until the solution
appeared homogeneous. Solutions were drawn into thin-wall 4
mm diameter Suprasil quartz tubes and then cooled to 77 K by
immersing in liquid nitrogen resulting in glassy homogeneous
samples. Upon adding MX solutions into solutions of polydAdT‚
polydAdT, polydIdC‚polydIdC, and DNA, the blue color of MX
became dark green, but in contrast, polydGdC‚polydGdC-MX
and polydG‚polydC-MX remained as the original blue color.
This result suggested that in 7 M LiBr MX was intercalated
with DNA, polydAdT‚polydAdT, and polydIdC‚polydIdC, but
not with polydGdC‚polydGdC and polydG‚polydC. This was
confirmed by visible spectroscopy which showed no change in
the MX spectrum in the presence of polydGdC‚polydGdC and
polydG‚polydC and spectral shifts for MX with polydAdT‚
polydAdT, polydIdC‚polydIdC, and DNA that indicate full
binding with polynucleotides and DNA (see Figure 1).

The glassy samples wereγ-irradiated for the absorbed dose
of 0.7 kGy (20 min). On irradiation of the 7 M LiBr glass, the
majority of initial ionization occurs in the solution and creates

electrons and holes. The electrons are scavenged by the solutes
and the holes remain in the glass as Br2•-. Br2•- has a very
broad ESR spectrum extending many hundreds of Gauss and
does not interfere with the DNA and MX radical signals, which
extend less than 75 G at 77 K.

Frozen Samples. A 0.1 mL volume of MX aqueous (D2O)
solution was added to freeze-dried dialyzed polyA‚polyU and
polyC‚polyG, forming 50 mg/mL polynucleotide. polyA‚polyU-
MX and polyCpolyG-MX gave visible spectra suggesting full
intercalation of MX with polyA‚polyU and polyC‚polyG in D2O,
as shown in Figure 1. (We found that MX does not intercalate
in pdC‚pdG in 7 M LiBr even though it does in water solutions.)
Frozen D2O solutions (50 mg/mL) of polyA‚polyU and polyC‚
polyG were prepared by adding 0.1 mL of D2O to 10 mg of
freeze-dried polyA‚polyU and polyC‚polyG, respectively. The
resulting mixture was allowed to stand in the dark for several
days with daily vortex mixing until the solid was dissolved
homogeneously. The solution was drawn into a glass tube with
inner diameter of 4 mm and frozen in liquid nitrogen; after
warming the glass wall sufficiently the resultant ice plug was
pushed out into liquid nitrogen. Like polynucleotide glassy
samples, the ratios of bp to MX were determined by spectro-
scopic measurements with a Varian Cary UV-vis spectropho-
tometer. The base concentrations were determined by using the
following molar extinction coefficients (M-1 cm-1) at 260 nm:
18d polyA‚polyU, 7140; polyC‚polyG, 8400. MX concentrations
were determined by using the following molar extinction
coefficients (M-1 cm-1): 1.56× 104 at 682 nm; 1.18× 104 at
627 nm.

The ice samples were irradiated for 2.1 kGy (60 min). Fro-
zen aqueous solutions of polynucleotide-MX consist of two
phases: one is pure ice and the other is an amorphous region
containing polynucleotide-MX and glassy water. Irradiation
of the frozen aqueous solution produces both electrons and holes
within polynucleotides as well as trapped•OH radicals in ice.
Ice samples were annealed at 125 K for 3 min to remove the

Figure 1. Visible spectra of MX and MX intercalated with polynucle-
otides and DNA. 1, MX in 7 M LiBr aqueous solution; 2, polydGdC‚
polydGdC and MX in 7 M LiBr (MX did not intercalate); 3, DNA-
MX in 7 M LiBr; 4, polydAdT‚polydAdT-MX in 7 M LiBr; 5,
polydIdC‚polydIdC-MX in 7 M LiBr; 6, polyA ‚polyU-MX in water;
7, polyC‚polyG-MX in water. The visible spectra of MX and DNA-
MX in water are not shown, but are the same as those in 7 M LiBr.
The 20 nm red shift of MX in DNA, polydAdT‚polydAdT, polydIdC‚
polydIdC, polyA‚polyU, and polyC‚polyG is expected for full intercala-
tion of MX in DNA. In contrast, the spectrum of MX in polydGdC‚
polydGdC is the same as MX alone, and is in accord with unbound
MX.
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ESR signal of ice phase•OH radicals before ESR analysis was
performed.

All preparations were performed under nitrogen. Irradiated
samples were kept in the dark in liquid nitrogen throughout all
experiments. Deuterium oxide (D2O) was from Aldrich with
99.9 atom % D. All polynucleotides were freezed-dried before
sample preparation; after D2O addition the deuteration was
estimated to be around 98% complete.

Methods of Analysis.Electron Spin Resonance. ESR spectra
were taken on a Varian Century Series EPR spectrometer
operating at X-band with a dual cavity and a 200-mW klystron,
with Fremy’s salt (g ) 2.0056,AN ) 13.09 G) as a reference.
The spectra were recorded within a few minutes after irradiation,
and at increasing time intervals thereafter.

Benchmark Spectra.Methods of analyses were similar to our
previous work.9-12 The benchmark spectra of MX radicals,9

CD•, or T•- in 7 M LiBr (D2O) glass22 were used in the analysis
of each experimental spectrum of appropriate glassy samples
of polynucleotide-MX. The benchmark spectra of MX radicals
and DNA base radicals in 7 M LiBr (H2O) glass were obtained
in this work and used in the analysis of each experimental
spectrum of H2O glassy samples of DNA-MX. The spectra in
H2O show greater ESR line widths than those in D2O. The
benchmark spectra of MX radicals in frozen DNA aqueous
(D2O) solution,10 total base radicals in frozen polyA‚polyU or
polyC‚polyG aqueous (D2O) solution, were used in the analysis
of each experimental spectrum of appropriate icy samples.
Linear least-squares fitting of benchmark spectra to experimental
spectra is employed to determine the fractional composition of
base and MX radicals in each sample. The benchmark spectra
of CD•,22 T•-,22 MX radicals, and DNA base radicals in 7 M
LiBr (H2O) glass, as well as total base radicals in frozen polyA‚
polyU or polyC‚polyG aqueous (D2O) solutions, are shown in
Figure 2. MX radicals and DNA base radicals in 7 M LiBr
(D2O) glass are also included in Figure 2 for comparison.

Analysis for Transfer Distance and Tunneling Constants.For
a random and complete intercalation, when the mole ratio of
MX to polynucleotides or DNA base pairs (ν) is substantially
less than 1, the probability that at least one MX is present within
Da base pairs from the trapped electrons or holes is well
described by9,13

F(t) also represents the fraction of all electrons and holes
captured by MX at timet relative to all electrons and holes
originally captured by the polynucleotide or DNA-MX system.
The simple rearrangement of eq 1 leads to the relation for the
time-dependent scavenging distance,Da(t):

For a tunneling process, the approximate relation for the time
dependence ofDa, successfully used for tunneling kinetics in
glasses23 and in our previous work in DNA9,10,12 is

wherek0 is the preexponential factor in the rate expression [k
) k0e-âD]; R is the apparent value of the distance decay constant
â and is artificially reduced by interduplex electron transfer for
DNA duplexes in close proximity as in the case of hydrated
DNA samples or ices.10 For frozen glassy solutions of a low
concentration (5-20 mg/mL), the average center to center

separations of the duplexes (150-300 Å) are far larger than
electron transfer distances at our experimental condition; thus,
the interduplex electron transfer is eliminated,R equalsâ, and
Da equalsDI, the transfer distance along the primary helix. For
frozen water solutions of DNA (ices), the average center to
center separation of the duplexes (23.1 Å)24 is within electron
transfer distances at our experimental condition and can be
related toDI via eq 4:10

whereDa(t), DI(t), and Dds are in Å, n is the number of the
adjacent DNA double strands, andDds is the interduplex center
to center separation.

For polydAdT‚polydAdT (average length 4219 bp), polydIdC‚
polydIdC (150-550 bp), and DNA (2000 bp) in glassy media,
the average length for each polymer differs, but all are well
above the electron/hole transfer distances found in this work
(6-14 bp), and also are much greater than the ratio of bp to
MX (17-51). Thus, we believe the lengths of the PNAs should
not compromise our analytical assumptions. For icy samples,
because polynucleotide strands are close together and inter
double strand transfer makes a significant contribution to the

F(t) ) 1 - (1 - ν)2Da(t) (1)

Da(t) )
ln(1 - F(t))

2 ln(1 - ν)
(2)

Da(t) ) (1/R) ln(k0t) (3)

Figure 2. First derivative electron spin resonance “benchmark ” spectra
used in the analyses of polynucleotide-MX and DNA-MX complex
systems. (a) One electron reduced MX(2+) (MX•+) in frozen 7 M LiBr
aqueous solution (black, D2O; red, H2O). Deoxyribonucleotide radi-
cals: (b) T•-, (c) CD•, and (d) U•- in frozen 7 M LiBr aqueous (D2O)
solution; (e) A•+ and (f) G•+ in frozen 8 M NaClO4 aqueous (D2O)
solutions. (g) DNA anion radical in frozen 7 M LiBr aqueous solution
(black, D2O; red, H2O). (h) One electron reduced and oxidized species
in polyA‚polyU and (i) polyC‚polyG in irradiated frozen D2O solutions.
The three markers are each separated by 13.09 G. The central marker
is at g ) 2.0056. Other base functions of similar shape for T•-, CD•,
and U•- from polynucleotides in ices were also employed for ice
samples.

Da(t) ) DI(t) + n(DI(t) - Dds) (4)
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observed overall transfer distance, even the low ratios of MX
to bp used (1/100) should not significantly challenge our ana-
lytical assumptions.

Results

Glassy Samples.Polynucleotides.The ESR signals of
irradiated samples of polydAdT‚polydAdT-MX (molar ratio
of MX to bp, ν, 1/17), polydIdC‚polydIdC-MX (ν 1/36),
polydGdC‚polydGdC-MX(ν 1/20), and polydG‚polydC-MX-
(ν 1/20) in 7 M LiBr at 77 K were followed at increasing time
intervals after irradiation. The polynucleotide concentration was
about 5 mg/mL. Linear least-squares fits of benchmark spectra
to experimental spectra yield estimates of the fractions of MX
radical (MX•+) and one electron reduced cytosine (CD•) for
polydIdC‚polydIdC-MX, polydGdC‚polydGdC-MX, and
polydG‚polydC-MX relative to the total radicals formed in
polynucleotides. For polydAdT‚polydAdT-MX the fits yield
the fractions of MX radical (MX•+) and thymine anion radical
(T•-). The fraction of MX•+ increased with time for polydAdT‚
polydAdT-MX, polydIdC‚polydIdC-MX; however, no change
was noted for polydGdC‚polydGdC-MX and polydG‚polydC-
MX. Visible spectroscopy (Figure 1) showed that MX was not
intercalated in these latter two polynucleotides in 7 M LiBr.
These “failed” experiments acted as controls showing that
transfer was only along the DNA strand in dilute solutions of
the polynucleotides. The distances of electron transfer along
polynucleotide double strands are derived from eq 2. Plots of
the ET distance (DI) vs natural log of time are given in Figure
3 for polydAdT‚polydAdT-MX, polydIdC‚polydIdC-MX. As
a comparison, a plot ofDI vs natural log of time for DNA-
MX with â ) 0.92( 0.1 Å-1 andDI(1′) ) 9.5 ( 1 bp is also
included in Figure 3.9,10The linearity in ET distance with natural
log of time is in accord with a single step tunneling process.
The linear least-squares fits of eq 3 to the data gave the
following values of electron tunneling constantâ and ET
distances at 1 min: 0.75( 0.1 Å-1 and 9.4( 0.5 bp for
polydAdT‚polydAdT, 1.4 ( 0.1 Å-1 and 5.9( 0.5 bp for
polydIdC‚polydIdC, respectively.

Isotope Effect.The ESR signals of irradiated samples of
DNA-MX (molar ratio of MX to bp,ν, 1/51, DNA concentra-
tion: 10 or 20 mg/mL) in 7 M LiBr (H2O) at 77 K were
followed at increasing time intervals after irradiation. Linear
least-squares fits of benchmark spectra to experimental spectra
yield estimates of the fractions of MX radical (MX•+) and DNA
base radicals (CH• + T•-). The fraction of MX•+ increased
with time as expected for ET from the reduced species (CH• +
T•-) to MX. The distances of electron transfer along DNA
double strands are derived from eq 2. Plots of the ET distance
(DI) vs natural log of time are given in Figure 4. A plot ofDI

vs natural log of time for DNA-MX in 7 M LiBr (D 2O) is
also included in Figure 4 for comparison, withâ ) 0.92( 0.1
Å-1 andDI(1′) ) 9.5( 1 bp.9,10The linear least-squares fits of
eq 3 to the data gave 0.8( 0.1 Å-1 for the value of electron
tunneling constantâ and an ET distances at 1 min of 8.5( 1.0
bp for DNA-MX in 7 M LiBr (H 2O) at 77 K. The slightly
smallerâ andDI(1′) over those found in D2O suggests a modest
isotope effect on excess electron transfer along DNA double
strands at 77 K.

Frozen Polynucleotide D2O Solutions (Icy Samples).The
ESR signals of samples of polyA‚polyU-MX and polyC‚
polyG-MX (molar ratio of MX to bp as 1/100, polynucleotide
concentration: 50 mg/mL) in frozen aqueous (D2O) solutions
at 77 K were followed at increasing time intervals after
irradiation. Linear least-squares fits of benchmark spectra to
experimental spectra yield estimates of the fraction of total
radicals which are MX radicals (MX•+) and base radicals (A•+

+ U•-for polyA‚polyU and G•+ + CD• for polyC‚polyG,
respectively.). Figure 5 shows first derivative electron spin
resonance spectra found 400 min afterγ-irradiation of the above
polyA‚polyU-MX and polyC‚polyG-MX at 77 K. The linear
least-squares fits of benchmark spectra to each experimental
spectrum are also shown for comparison. The spectra and
analyses show that the fraction of MX radicals in polyA‚polyU-
MX (70%) is twice that in polyC‚polyG-MX (40%). The
fraction of MX•+ increased with time for both samples. The
apparent distances of electron and hole transfer along poly-
nucleotide double strands are derived from eq 2. Plots of the

Figure 3. Plot of electron transfer distanceDI vs natural logarithm of
time in minutes after irradiation for polydAdT‚polydAdT-MX
(bp/MX ) 17, 5 mg polynucleotide/mL) and polydIdC‚polydIdC-MX
(bp/MX ) 36, 5 mg polynucleotide /mL) in frozen glassy 7 M LiBr
aqueous (D2O) solutions at 77 K. The transfer distance is calculated
from the fraction of MX radicals in the overall ESR spectrum using eq
2. Lines are fit to eq 3. As a comparison, a plot ofDI vs natural log of
time for DNA-MX in frozen glassy 7 M LiBr aqueous (D2O) solutions
at 77 K, with â ) 0.92 Å-1 andDI(1′) ) 9.5 bp, is also included.9,10

Figure 4. Plot of electron transfer distanceDI vs natural logarithm of
time in minutes after irradiation for DNA-MX (bp/MX ) 51, filled
circles, 10 mg/mL; open circles, 20 mg/mL) in frozen glassy 7 M LiBr
aqueous (H2O) solutions at 77 K. The transfer distance is calculated
from the fraction of MX radicals in the overall ESR spectrum using eq
2. Lines are fit to eq 3. As a comparison, a plot ofDI vs natural log of
time for DNA-MX in frozen glassy 7 M LiBr aqueous (D2O) solutions
at 77 K, with â ) 0.92 Å-1 andDI(1′) ) 9.5 bp, is also included.9,10

The slightly smaller intercept and larger slope for H2O than D2O suggest
only a modest D/H isotope effect.
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apparent ET distance in polyApolyU-MX and polyC‚polyG-
MX vs natural log of time are given in Figure 6. As a
comparison, a plot ofDa vs natural log of time for DNA-MX
in frozen D2O aqueous solution withR ) 0.16( 0.04 Å-1 and
Da(1′) ) 34 ( 3 bp is also included in Figure 6.10 The linearity
in ET distance with log time again implies a single step
tunneling process. The linear least-squares fits of eq 3 to the
data gave the values of apparent electron tunneling constantR
and ET distances at 1 min: 0.2( 0.1 Å-1 and 52( 5 bp for
polyA‚polyU as well as 0.4( 0.1 Å-1 and 22( 5 bp for polyC‚

polyG, respectively. The distances are increased and the distance
decay constants are reduced by interduplex transfer.

Discussion

The effect of base sequence on electron transfer in poly-
nucleotides and DNA is apparent from our results. Figure 3
suggests a somewhat faster electron transfer in polydAdT‚
polydAdT-MX than in DNA at 77 K, whereas the transfer in
polydIdC‚polydIdC-MX was far slower. Our recent DFT
theoretical study14 and the experimental study of Steenken et
al.15 show that GC14,15 and IC14 anion radicals are “unstable”
in their initial structures and proton transfer is energetically
favorable for both. The predicted free energy change for the
proton transfer for GC anion radical is-3 kcal/mol with small
activation energy of 1 kcal/mol. Remarkably, theory suggests
the I-C anion radical system shows no significant activation
energy toward proton transfer and a large free energy change
favoring the proton transferred state (-7 kcal).14 Thus, the
proton transfer from I to C•- should follow immediately after
the anion radical is formed, whereas the transfer from G to C•-

owing to its activation barrier might be slightly slower than from
I to C•-. For the AT base pair, experiment and theory agree
that proton transfer from A to T•- does not occur.15,16 Thus,
the significant difference of ET between polydAdT‚polydAdT-
MX and polydIdC‚polydIdC-MX suggests that the proton
transfer between I and C•- forming CH• substantially hinders
electron transfer. We find that electron transfer in polydAdT‚
polydAdT is only slightly faster than in DNA at 77 K. Since in
DNA the electron adduct of C is a significant fraction of the
DNA electron adducts, the comparable rate in polydAdT‚
polydAdT suggests a lesser effect of protonation on the
energetics of transfer from GC than from IC. We attribute this
to the fact that the proton transfer from G to C•- is less fav-
orable than that from I to C•-. This combined with the
substantial amounts of T•- due to the initial slightly higher
electron affinity of T than C25 results in the electron transfer
rate in DNA being closer to that of polydAdT‚polydAdT than
polydIdC‚polydIdC.

While a large and growing number of studies address electron
and hole transfer in DNA, only a few involve polynucleotides
with inosine. Wan et al.3 found the charge transfer from Ap*
(the lowest excited state of 2-aminopurine) to I was energetically
unfavorable in both directions of oxidation and reduction; thus
they used I as a calibration base for quantifying the G oxidation
rates. Kelley et al.26 used I as C’s complementary bases in order
to incorporate only one single GC base step in their self-
assembled monolayer of DNA film and constrain the interca-
lator, daunomycin, in the GC step. Inosine was not found to
have any effect in electron transfer in DNA films; however,
the electron transfer through the 10 Åσ-bonded linker was likely
the rate-determining step, which would mask any effect of base
sequence. In our study, polydIdC‚polydIdC played a different
role. In 7 M LiBr MX is fully intercalated within polydIdC‚
polydIdC but does not significantly intercalate in polydGdC‚
polydGdC or polydG‚polydC in LiBr. Thus, polydIdC‚polydIdC
acted as an alternative polynucleotide for us to study the effect
of proton transfer between base pairs on excess electron transfer.
However, polydIdC‚polydIdC and polydGdC‚polydGdC are not
truly equivalent, since “I” has both a higher electron affinity
and higher ionization potential than G.

While we believe the values ofDI(1′) in D2O and H2O are
within experimental error, the smaller values ofâ for the electron
transfer in DNA in H2O over D2O media may be significant.
This can be explained by the greater stability of CD• over CH•

Figure 5. First derivative electron spin resonance spectra found 400
min afterγ-irradiation of polyA‚polyU-MX and polyC‚polyG-MX
in frozen aqueous (D2O) solutions at 77 K. The ratio of bp to MX is
100/1 and the concentration is 50 mg/mL for both samples. The spectra
clearly show that the fraction of MX radicals in the spectrum of polyA‚
polyU-MX is far larger than that in polyC‚polyG-MX. The red lines
are the linear least-squares fits of benchmark ESR spectra to experi-
mental spectra (black). The three markers are each separated by 13.09
G. The central marker is atg ) 2.0056.

Figure 6. Plot of apparent electron- and hole-transfer distance (Da-
(MX•)) vs natural logarithm of time in minutes after irradiation for
polyA‚polyU-MX and polyC‚polyG-MX in frozen aqueous solutions
(D2O ices) at 77 K. The transfer distance is calculated from the fraction
of MX radicals in the overall ESR spectrum using eq 2. Lines are fit
to eq 3. As a comparison, a plot ofDa vs natural log of time for DNA-
MX in frozen aqueous (D2O) solutions at 77 K, withR ) 0.16 Å-1

andDa(1′) ) 34 bp, is also included.10 The transfer distances appear
far larger in frozen ices than in glassy solutions because DNA strands
in the ices are in close proximity, allowing for interduplex transfer.
Accounting for this brings the transfer distance along one strand into
close agreement with that found in glasses where the solutions are
homogeneous.
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(the zero point energy of CD• will be ca. 1 kcal lower in energy
than CH•). This provides slightly weaker driving force for
electron transfer from CD• to MX than from CH•; thus, the
value ofâ is expected to be larger in D2O than in H2O. D2O
likely also slows protonation and thus might extend the initial
time period of fast electron transfer from C•- (raisingDI(1′));
however, after protonation (or deuteration) D2O creates a more
stable state for the C electron adduct as CD• which slows
subsequent electron transfer and raisesâ. Since these provoca-
tive results are at the fringe of significance, more work will be
necessary before any firm conclusions can be made.

Recently Shafirovich et al. reported a kinetic deuterium
isotope effect on proton-coupled electron transfer reactions at
a distance in DNA duplexes.17b In their study, the electron donor
is G and the electron acceptor is a neutral radical, 2AP(-H)•.
In their experiments, faster deprotonation and protonation of
the products in H2O than in D2O provide stronger driving force
for the hole transfer. In contrast, in our experiment, the electron
donor (the reactant) is protonated prior to the electron transfer,
and the fact that CD• has greater stability than CH• results in
a slower transfer and largerâ in D2O than in H2O.

As with polynucleotides in glassy samples, the effect of base
sequence on electron and hole transfer in frozen water solutions
of DNA and polyribonucleotides (icy samples) can also be found
from our results. Figure 6 shows a farther electron and hole
transfer distance in polyA‚polyU than in DNA at 77 K in the
time scale of days to weeks, whereas the transfer distance in
polyC‚polyG was far shorter. The situation for icy samples is
more complicated than that for glassy samples, since in glassy
samples only electron transfer along double strands is involved
but in icy samples both hole and electron transfers contribute;
in addition, inter double strand transfer also contributes sig-
nificantly in icy samples. Although these results could be
complicated by recombination of holes and electrons within the
DNA and at the MX acceptor, our previous work showed this
effect is small at loadings employed in this work.12 Thus, as
expected, ESR signal intensities for both icy polyA‚polyU and
polyC‚polyG remain constant within experimental error through
the time course of measurement. U has an electron affinity
similar to that of T25 and thus polyA‚polyU acts as a comparison
model for polydAdT‚polydAdT. As in the case of AT base pairs,
proton transfer in AU base pair ion radicals is not expected.
However, full proton transfer is expected in GC•- and partial
transfer is expected in GC•+. Proton transfer in GC•- and GC•+

slows electron and hole transfer and thus provides an explanation
for the decreasing order ofoVerall electron and hole transfer

distances shown in Figure 6: polyA‚polyU > DNA > polyC‚
polyG. Note the values forDa in the figure do not represent the
distance for electron transfer along one duplex, which is far
smaller (see Table 1).

Assuming the packing of the strands in frozen solutions of
polyA‚polyU, polyC‚polyG is similar to DNA in frozen ices,
the transfer distance along the primary helix can be estimated
by eq 410 from the overall apparent transfer distancesDa of 52
bp for polyA‚polyU, 34 bp for DNA, and 22 bp for polyC‚
polyG. Taken as 6 (for hexagonal packing) andDds ) 23.1
Å.24 The average hole and electron transfer distance along the
primary helix (DI(1′)) in frozen ice decreases in the following
order: polyA‚polyU (13 bp)> DNA (11 bp) > polyC‚polyG
(9 bp ). These results would be expected from the prototropic
equilibria within the base pairs, which do not affect AT or AU
base pairs but occur in GC base pairs in polyC‚polyG and DNA.

The fractions of A•+ and U•- in polyA‚polyU-MX, relative
to total radicals formed in polyA‚polyU, were estimated by
linear least-squares fits of benchmark spectra of MX•+, A•+ ,22

and U•- 22 to experimental spectra. The fraction of A•+ and
U•- in polyA‚polyU (without MX) were also obtained by linear
least-squares fits. With methods described previously,12 Da and
DI at the time scale of our experiment were found to be 48(
10 bp and ca. 13 bp for A•+ and 60( 10 bp and ca. 14 bp for
U•-, respectively. Similarly, based on the fractions of G•+ and
CD• in polyC‚polyG-MX as well as polyC‚polyG, Da andDI

were estimated to be 15( 5 bp and ca. 8 bp for G•+ and 38(
5 bp and ca. 11 bp for CD•, respectively. Though the analytical
errors for the above values ofDa andDI are relatively high, it
is obvious that A•+ transfers much farther than G•+ and U•-

farther than CD•. We attribute these to both the effect of
interbase pair proton transfer in both GC anion and cation
radicals, and the higher driving force for transfer for A•+ over
that for G•+. The fact that the total transfer distances,Da(1′),
for G•+ found from polyC‚polyG (15 ( 5 bp) and DNA (17
( 5 bp)12 are in good agreement suggests at low temperatures
there is no great benefit to a homopolymer stack of G’s over
the DNA “assortment” of sequences.

Giese et al.2 found at room temperature that hole transfer
from G•+ to GGG involves both single-step tunneling and
thermally induced “G” or “A” hopping processes; which mech-
anism plays the main role depends on the sequence. At the low
temperature of 77 K, hopping is not activated, and as a con-
sequence in our experiments only tunneling is observed. In-
terestingly, we find tunneling from A•+ to MX extends to far
greater distances than that found for G•+ to MX.

TABLE 1: Transfer Distances and Distance Decay Constants for Electron and Hole Transfer to MX in Polynucleotides-MX
and DNA-MX at 77 K

polynucleotide medium transferring species DI(1′) (bp) decay constd (Å-1)

polydAdT‚polydAdT D2O glassa T•- 9.4( 0.5 â ) 0.75( 0.1
polydIdC‚polydIdC D2O glass CD• 5.9( 0.5 â ) 1.4( 0.1
DNA H2O glass T•- + CH• 8.5( 1.0 â ) 0.8( 0.1
DNA9 D2O glass T•- + CD• 9.5( 0.5 â ) 0.92( 0.1
polyA‚polyU D2O iceb A•+ + U•- 52 ( 5/13c R ) 0.2( 0.1

A•+ 48 ( 10/13c

U•- 60 ( 10/14c

polyC‚polyG D2O ice G•+ + CD• 22 ( 5/9c R ) 0.4( 0.1
G•+ 15 ( 5/8c

CD• 38 ( 5/11c

DNA10,12 D2O ice G•+ + CD• + T•- 34 ( 3/10.7c R ) 0.16( 0.04
G•+ 17 ( 5/8c

CD• + T•- 42 ( 5/12c

a Glass indicates frozen 7 M LiBr aqueous solutions.b Ice refers to frozen aqueous solutions which form an crystalline ice phase and pockets of
solid and hydration waters.c The first value isDa(1′) and the second isDI(1′) which is estimated by eq 4,10 taking n as 6 andDds as 23.1 Å.24 d â
is the usual distance decay constant for a single DNA duplex whereasR uses the same relationship but is substantially reduced in magnitude by
duplex to duplex transfer. The distances between duplexes greatly affect the value ofR.
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This work studies the excess electron transfer in polydAdT‚
polydAdT, polydIdC‚polydIdC, polyC‚polyG, polyA‚polyU, and
salmon sperm DNA. The base sequences are known for the
former four polymers, but not for DNA. For DNA, only the
content percent of AT vs GC is known. These commercially
available PNAs provide us a fruitful approach to gain initial
insights on the effect of base sequence on electron transfer in
DNA. With these sequences we are unable to determine the
more detailed effect of base sequences. Therefore, studies on
ET in various known sequences of polynucleotides at different
lengths are essential in further work.

The transfer distances at 1 min after irradiation found in this
work are compiled in Table 1. For comparison, the previously
reported data for DNA-MX in both frozen 7 M LiBr aqueous
(D2O) solutions and frozen aqueous (D2O) solutions are also
shown in Table 1.

Conclusions

Our major findings are the following.
1. Electron transfer in DNA is clearly base sequence de-

pendent. We find that excess electron transfer through
polydAdT‚polydAdT extends to substantially longer distances
than through polydIdC‚polydIdC at 77 K. We attribute this in
part to proton transfer from I to C•- forming CH•, which
substantially slows the transfer rates in polydIdC‚polydIdC. Intra
base pair proton transfer processes are not likely in polydAdT‚
polydAdT.15,16

2. Excess electron transfer through salmon testes DNA is
intermediate between polydAdT‚polydAdT and polydIdC‚
polydIdC. In DNA about equal amounts of T and C electron
adducts are present at 77 K27 and transfer from both is expected.
Thus the rate of transfer found in DNA is a blend of these two
rates. Proton transfer from G to C•- forming CH• should slow
electron transfer so that the transfer from C electron adducts is
substantially less than that from T•-. Thus it makes sense that
DNA should be intermediate between the two polydeoxynucle-
otides, polydAdT‚polydAdT and polydIdC‚polydIdC. The fact
that DNA is much closer to polydAdT‚polydAdT than polydIdC‚
polydIdC suggests that electron transfer from a GC base pair
in DNA is not as slow as from an IC base pair in polydIdC‚
polydIdC. This result is in agreement with theoretical calcula-
tions of the thermodynamic driving force for proton transfer
within the GC and IC base pair radical anions that show the IC
base proton transfer is far more exergonic.14

3. Excess electron and hole transfer in salmon testes DNA is
also intermediate between polyA‚polyU and polyC‚polyG. This
result again suggests that both proton transfer from G to C•-

forming CH• and the partial transfer from G•+ to C forming
G(-H)• slow the transfer rates in DNA and polyC‚polyG. Like
polydAdT‚polydAdT, proton transfer processes are not thought
to be present in polyA‚polyU. As expected from these processes,
the hole transfer from A•+ to MX is found to be faster than
that from G•+, whereas the electron transfer from U•- to MX
is faster than that from CD•.

4. In our previous work on electron transfer in DNA we noted
that the ESR signal from T•- appeared to diminish while that
of one-electron-reduced C was nearly unchanged in time.11,12

From this we concluded that either the electron transfer in DNA
to MX was from T•- solely or that transfer from one-electron-
reduced C to MX was compensated by a transfer from T•- to
C creating a constant steady-state concentration of one-electron-
reduced C. In our recent work12 supplemental information was
presented that in DNA alone (no intercalator) transfer occurs
over time from T•- to C. In the present work we observe a

modest D/H isotope effect in excess electron transfer through
DNA which also is in accord with electron transfer in DNA
from both T and C electron adducts. In addition, our results for
polyC‚polyG, polydIdC‚polydIdC in this work also convincingly
show that electron transfer from CH• to the MX acceptor occurs
but at a slower rate than from T•-. As previously stated, we
attribute this to the proton transfer in the GC base pair anion.
We note, however, that theoretical work16 confirmed by higher
level work in progress suggests that the GC anion radical has
a slightly higher electron affinity than the AT anion radical
predicting the inherent electron transfer from GC anion radical
to be slower. Proton transfer then further slows the transfer rate.
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